HALAL TRANSACTIONS OF OMAHA
P. O. Box 4546  Omaha, NE 68104 USA
Tel.: (402) 572-6120  Fax: (402) 572-4020  Email: info@halaltransactions.org

HALAL CERTIFICATE OF PROCESSING PLANT

We certify that the processing facilities of
Broadleaf Inc., Est. # 21307
in Vernon, CA, USA
have been inspected and approved by our Islamic organization for processing, packing and labeling of Halal Meat Products by applying our procedures according to the Islamic Rites. Broadleaf Inc. plant is USDA inspected and fully equipped to produce Halal products suitable for Muslim consumption. The processing of Halal food products is performed when all the machines are cleaned and sanitized with no mixing with other types of meats or forbidden ingredients. All packages/cases of the Halal products packed at this facility are labeled with our Halal Logo and each shipment is accompanied with our Halal Certificate for the Product. This Plant Halal Certificate is valid for one year and subject to renewal. Please contact HTO for any questions regarding this Halal certificate.

NOTE: This Plant Halal Certificate indicates that this facility has been approved, however, this certificate should not be sent with products to customers. Another Product Halal Certificate is issued by us to accompany each sale order-batch.

Signed:
Dr. Ahmad Alabsy,
Director

Serial No.: BLI-HC-REG1004
Issue Date: May 19th, 2020
Expire Date: May 18th, 2021